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Abstract
Phospholipases A2 (PLA2s) belong to a superfamily of enzymes responsible for hydrolyzing the
sn-2 fatty acids of membrane phospholipids. These enzymes are known to play multiple roles for
maintenance of membrane phospholipid homeostasis and for production of a variety of lipid
mediators. Over 20 different types of PLA2s are present in the mammalian cells, and in snake and
bee venom. Despite their common function in hydrolyzing fatty acids of phospholipids, they are
diversely encoded by a number of genes and express proteins that are regulated by different
mechanisms. Recent studies have focused on the group IV calcium-dependent cytosolic cPLA2,
the group VI calcium-independent iPLA2, and the group II small molecule secretory sPLA2. In
the central nervous system (CNS), these PLA2s are distributed among neurons and glial cells.
Although the physiological role of these PLA2s in regulating neural cell function has not yet been
clearly elucidated, there is increasing evidence for their involvement in receptor signaling and
transcriptional pathways that link oxidative events to inflammatory responses that underline many
neurodegenerative diseases. Recent studies also reveal an important role of cPLA2 in modulating
neuronal excitatory functions, sPLA2 in the inflammatory responses, and iPLA2 with childhood
neurologic disorders associated with brain iron accumulation. The goal for this review is to better
understand the structure and function of these PLA2s and to highlight specific types of PLA2s and
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their cross-talk mechanisms in these inflammatory responses under physiological and pathological
conditions in the CNS.
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Introduction
Phospholipases A2 (EC 3.1.1.4) (PLA2s) belong to a superfamily of enzymes responsible
for cleaving the sn-2 fatty acids of membrane phospholipids. This reaction results in the
release of free fatty acids and lysophospholipids as products. In the healthy cellular system
with sufficient supply of ATP and CoASH, the released free fatty acids are readily converted
to acyl-CoA and subsequently returned to membrane phospholipids through
lysophospholipid acyltransferases. Since arachidonic acid (AA) and docosahexaenoic acid
(DHA) are major fatty acids in the sn-2 position of brain phospholipids, the deacylation–
reacylation system plays a critical role in controlling the metabolic activity of these
polyunsaturated fatty acids.

Although genes encoding multiple forms of PLA2 are expressed in rat brain (Molloy et al.
1998), not all PLA2 function is clarified. Research to understand PLA2s in the central
nervous system (CNS) has focused on the group IV cytosolic cPLA2, the group VI Ca2+-
independent iPLA2, and the group II secretory sPLA2 (Sun et al. 2004, 2005). With
increasing information on the genes and protein expressions of specific PLA2s, enormous
effort has been devoted to understand their structure and function, and cellular and
subcellular localization. While cPLA2α is ubiquitously expressed in neurons and glial cells,
the signaling pathways for regulating its activity may vary depending on cell types.
Immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization studies revealed distinct distribution
patterns for cPLA2β, iPLA2, sPLA2-IIA, and sPLA2V among different cell types in rat
cerebellum (Shirai and Ito 2004). Studies to unveil the mechanisms of action of different
PLA2s and factors regulating their activities in normal physiological and pathophysiological
functions have increased precipitously. These studies have demonstrated presence of cross-
talks among different groups of PLA2s and together, they are crucial in mediating the
oxidative and inflammatory responses in CNS pathologies, including stroke, spinal cord
injury, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, and Wallarian degeneration (Adibhatla and Hatcher 2008).

The brain is an immune active organ; microglial cells and astrocytes are active players in
mediating cerebral innate immunity (Farina et al. 2007; Olson and Miller 2004). These cells
respond to the toll-like receptors, which induce synthesis of cytokines and chemokines. In
the peripheral system, sPLA2-IIA has been regarded as a mediator to connect innate and
adaptive immunity (Ibeas et al. 2009). In this review, special emphasis is placed on recent
studies to understand the role of cPLA2 and sPLA2-IIA in mediating neuroinflammatory
responses in neurodegenerative diseases.

Cytosolic Phospholipase A2 (cPLA2)
Group IV cPLA2s is comprised of six known paralogs (cPLA2α, cPLA2β, cPLA2γ,
cPLA2δ; cPLA2ε, and cPLA2ζ), each with different molecular weights (Burke and Dennis
2009; Ghosh et al. 2006; Shimizu et al. 2006). Among these paralogs, cPLA2α, a 85 kDa
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protein comprising of a calcium-binding domain (C2) and a catalytic domain, has been
extensively studied (Burke and Dennis 2009; Niknami et al. 2009). The cPLA2β, a 114 kDa
protein residing at chromosome 15, has also a calcium binding domain. The cPLA2γ, a 61
kDa protein, does not exhibit a calcium binding domain, but contains a prenyl group. The
cPLA2δ has a molecular weight of 92–93 kDa, and has significant homology to the C2
domain and the catalytic domain of cPLA2α. In murine lung tissue, cPLA2ζ shows similar
properties as cPLA2α, but has different subcellular localization and targets different types of
membrane (Ghosh et al. 2007).

cPLA2α Structure
The crystal structure of cPLA2α revealed a N-terminal calcium-dependent C2 domain for
docking the protein to membrane, and a catalytic domain with serine 228 as the active site.
A number of serine residues in the catalytic domain are substrates for phosphorylation.
Around the active site, there is a “lid region” spanning 415–432 residues. Opening the “lid
region” to expose the catalytic site can be mediated by a single phospholipid molecule in the
membrane surface (Burke et al. 2008). Although there is a putative pleckstrin homology
(PH)-like domain (amino acids 263–354) in cPLA2α, its function in binding membrane
anionic phospholipids, such as phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), remains
unclear. Unlike the C2 domain of protein kinase Cα (PKCα), which is directed to target
anionic phospholipids in the inner monolayer of plasma membrane, the C2 domain of
cPLA2α appears to target phosphatidylcholine (PC) in Golgi and endoplasmic reticulum
(Corbin et al. 2007; Ghosh et al. 2006). There is an intricate interplay between localized
pools of target lipids and Ca2+ affinity for activation of cPLA2 under physiological
conditions. Ability to produce different cPLA2α mutants has provided important
information regarding the role of Ser 505 phosphorylation, the basic residues in the catalytic
domain in regulating the interplay among calcium and phosphorylation, and its binding to
PIP2 (Casas et al. 2006; Tucker et al. 2009; Le Berre et al. 2006). Mutagenesis of anionic
residues located or near the active site lid area suggests that electrostatic repulsion exists
between the enzyme and membrane phospholipids (Das and Cho 2002). While binding of
PIP2 to the protein is required for conferring full enzyme activity, this binding is not
responsible for translocation of the enzyme to the membrane (Stahelin et al. 2007; Tucker et
al. 2009).

Besides PIP2, ceramide-1-phosphate has been shown to bind cPLA2α at the C2 domain and
function as a positive allosteric activator (Pettus et al. 2004; Subramanian et al. 2005;
Stahelin et al. 2007; Shimizu et al. 2009). There is evidence that ceramide-1-phosphate
binding increases membrane association of cPLA2, and enhances cPLA2 response to
inflammatory agonists such as ATP and A23187, which in turn mediates prostaglandin
synthesis (Lamour et al. 2009). These studies further suggest that ceramide-1-phosphate and
PIP2 regulate cPLA2α by different mechanisms; the former by increasing the residence time
of the enzyme on the membrane, and the latter that increases catalytic efficiency through its
ability to penetrate into the membrane (Subramanian et al. 2007).

Regulation of cPLA2α by Phosphorylation and Nitrosylation
The cPLA2α activity is regulated by a number of protein kinases, which confer
phosphorylation on different serine residues. For example, Ser 505 is phosphorylated by
extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERK1/2) and p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK), Ser 515 by Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII), and Ser 727
by MAPK-interacting kinase (MNK1) or a closely related isoform (Muthalif et al. 2001; Lin
et al. 1993; Hefner et al. 2000; Geijsen et al. 2000). In murine astrocytes, G-protein-coupled
receptor agonists such as ATP/UTP stimulate cPLA2α phosphorylation through PKC-
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dependent and independent ERK1/2 pathways (Xu et al. 2002). In norepinephrine (NE)-
stimulated vascular smooth muscles cells, phosphorylation of cPLA2α at Ser 515 by
CaMKII was required for the phosphorylation of Ser 505 by ERK1/2, and both sites of
phosphorylation were shown to be important for AA release (Pavicevic et al. 2008). A
number of cellular proteins, e.g., p11, vimentin, PLIP, and NADPH oxidase, are known to
bind cPLA2. In the study by Tian et al. (2008), p11, a small molecule and member of the
S-100 family, was shown to form hetero-tetramer with annexin A2 and regulate cPLA2α at
the Ser 727 site. Phosphorylation of cPLA2α at this site resulted in disruption of the
interaction of cPLA2α with these binding proteins, leading to cPLA2α activation (Tian et al.
2008). Okadaic acid is among those that activate cPLAα and stimulate AA release, and this
event may occur in the absence of an increase in intracellular calcium (Tucker et al. 2008).
Under this condition, heat shock protein 90 (hsp90) together with a p54 kinase was shown to
regulate activation of cPLA2 by okadaic acid.

A study using Rhesus monkey cerebellum indicated colocalization of cPLA2α with
cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) in the plasma membrane of Purkinje cells (Pardue et al. 2003).
In macrophage cells, production of prostaglandins is mediated through a cPLA2/COX-2
pathway, which in turn regulates expression of the iNOS gene (Pindado et al. 2007). In
human epithelial cells, inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS)-derived nitric oxide (NO) was
shown to enhance cPLA2α activity through S-nitrosylation (Xu et al. 2008). Site-directed
mutagenesis revealed Cys 152 as the critical residue for this post-translational modification.
This study further suggests that induction of COX-2 under inflammatory conditions could
enhance iNOS-induced cPLA2α S-nitrosylation, as this modification leads to a larger
increase in AA release and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) production (Xu et al. 2008). These
results suggest possible formation of a multi-protein complex comprised of cPLA2α, iNOS,
and COX-2. Activation of iNOS produces NO that can lead to S-nitrosylation of cPLA2α
and COX-2, and together constitute a novel mechanism for exacerbating cellular
inflammatory responses.

cPLA2 in Neuronal Excitation
There is evolving evidence for the involvement of cPLA2 in regulating neurite outgrowth
and neuronal excitatory functions, both under physiological and pathological conditions. In
cultured primary cortical neurons, the stimulation of ionotropic glutamate receptors by N-
methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA) has been shown to activate cPLA2 and AA release (Shelat
et al. 2008). Involvement of cPLA2 in neuronal excitotoxicity may be demonstrated by
using neurons from cPLA2 knockout mice, which showed less NMDA-mediated injury as
compared to the wild-type controls (Shen et al. 2007). The activation of cPLA2 and AA
release is also involved in memory retrieval. Retarding cPLA2 activity by infusing an
inhibitor palmitoyl trifluoromethyl ketone (PACOCF3) into the rat hippocampus
demonstrated a long-term memory retrieval disturbance (Schaeffer and Gattaz 2007).
Interestingly, memory impairment was fully reversed once PLA2 activity was recovered. In
line with the NMDA-induced Ca2+ entry and activation of cPLA2, AA released at the
synapse has been regarded as a retrograde messenger molecule. Another possible function of
AA is its ability to activate PKC, which in turn may phosphorylate various substrates
including regulation of cytoskeletal dynamics (Leu and Schmidt 2008).

cPLA2 in Regulation of Inflammatory and Immune Functions
Various stimuli including neurotransmitters, P2Y2 receptor agonists, calcium ionophores,
phorbol esters, zymogens, and oxidant compounds have been shown to activate cPLA2. In
rat astrocytes, nucleotides such as ATP/UTP could stimulate AA release and enhance
prostaglandin production through activation of the P2Y2 receptor (Xu et al. 2003b).
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Astrocytes also respond to pro-inflammatory cytokines, which cause the transcriptional
induction of sPLA2-IIA, COX-2, and iNOS (but not cPLA2) (Xu et al. 2003a). This study
further showed that cytokine-primed astrocytes became more sensitive to stimulation by
ATP/UTP for AA release and PGE2 synthesis (Xu et al. 2003a). Other factors, such as
PLA2-activating protein (PLAA), may also regulate cPLA2 activity, and the production of
prostaglandins and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα) (Zhang et al. 2008). These studies
demonstrate multiple factors for regulation of cPLA2, and its link with iNOS and COX-2 in
exacerbating inflammatory events under pathological conditions.

In a number of cellular systems, activation of cPLA2 is also under regulation of oxidative
stress. Menadione, a redox active compound known to produce intracellular reactive oxygen
species (ROS), was shown to stimulate MAPK signaling pathways and activation of cPLA2
(Zhu et al. 2009). Furthermore, oxidant compounds such as H2O2 also led to activation of
cPLA2, which in turn alters membrane molecular order and cytoskeletal arrangements (Zhu
et al. 2005). It is worth noting that under stimulated conditions, AA released from cPLA2 is
a good target for lipid peroxidation, as lipid peroxides contribute to the increased oxidative
pool in the cells (Nanda et al. 2007). In human synovial cells, IL-1β and TNFα mediated the
increase in PLA2 activity and the release of AA, and this inflammatory event was linked to
superoxide production through activation of NADPH oxidase (Chenevier-Gobeaux et al.
2007). Studies with neutrophils demonstrated a complex formation between the C2 domain
of cPLA2 with the p47 phox and PX domain of NADPH oxidase (Shmelzer et al. 2008). In
human tracheal smooth muscle cells, cigarette smoke extract was shown to induce cPLA2
expression and activation involving NADPH oxidase, MAPKs, AP-1, and NF-κB (Cheng et
al. 2009). Since oxidative stress is involved in many neurodegenerative diseases, further
studies are needed to link the signaling pathways between NADPH oxidase and cPLA2 (Sun
et al. 2007).

Due to the elevated cPLA2 expression in inflamed arthritic joints, mechanisms to reduce
cPLA2 overexpression have been explored as a potential therapy for this inflammatory
disease (Raichel et al. 2008). In animal models where pain and inflammation are indicated,
specific cPLA2 inhibitors have been shown to enhance therapeutic effects (Six et al. 2007).
Downregulation of cPLA2 by antisense oligonucleotide in rat spinal cords did not change
acute nociception, but rather significantly attenuated formalin-induced hyperalgesia (second
phase flinching behavior) (Kim et al. 2008). Annexin A1, an inhibitory protein for cPLA2,
has been suggested to offer neuroprotective effects to alleviate damage due to spinal cord
injury (Liu et al. 2007). In this study, injection of Annexin A1 (ANXA-1) into an acutely
injured spinal cord was shown to inhibit inflammatory reactions and tissue damage through
reducing cPLA2 (Liu et al. 2007). The roles of different PLA2 isoforms in spinal chord
injury have been reviewed recently (Liu et al. 2007; Titsworth et al. 2008).

cPLA2 in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD)
Although an increase in cPLA2 mRNA expression was observed in the hippocampus of AD
brains as compared to age-matched controls (Colangelo et al. 2002), there is considerable
information suggesting reduced PLA2 activity in blood samples and in the AD brain
(Smesny et al. 2008). A study utilizing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) also shows
evidence of reduced phospholipid turnover in the pre-frontal cortex of AD patients (Forlenza
et al. 2007b). A fluorometric assay used to measure PLA2 activity in cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) from AD, vascular (VD), and mixed AD-vascular (MD) demented patients indicated
that decreased PLA2 activity was not only found in AD, but also in VD and MD subjects
(Smesny et al. 2008). During early stages of AD, the cognitive impairment associated with
alterations of cholinergic and glutamatergic activities appears to link to a decrease in both
cPLA2 and iPLA2 activities (Schaeffer and Gattaz 2008). Since PLA2 has been implicated
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in neuronal homeostasis and memory formation, efforts to enhance PLA2 activity may be an
important therapeutic approach for treatment of AD (Forlenza et al. 2007b; Schaeffer et al.
2009). However, there is apparent contradiction to this notion, as studies also indicate up-
regulation of cPLA2 due to the effects of toxic amyloid-beta. This apparent paradox is likely
to be due to the differing stages of AD (early vs. late), and the form of PLA2 and cell type
involved in mediating the pathological responses.

Increase in oxidative stress is regarded as an important pathological landmark of AD.
Several lines of evidence suggest that the oligomeric form of Aβ1-42 (Abeta) is a major
source of oxidative stress, which results in neurotoxicity and synaptic impairment. In
primary cortical neurons, Abeta can enhance AA release in neurons through activation of
cPLA2 (Shelat et al. 2008; Kriem et al. 2005). Inhibition of cPLA2, both by inhibitors and
antisense oligonucleotides, can prevent Abeta-induced cell death in neurons (Kriem et al.
2005). Studies with other cell types also demonstrated ability for oligomeric Abeta to
activate signaling pathways involving MAPK and cPLA2, which in turn causes
mitochondrial dysfunction and cell death (Kriem et al. 2005; Nicotra et al. 2005; Zhu et al.
2006). Squalestatin (as well as simvastatin) was shown to reduce Abeta-induced activation
of cPLA2 and PGE2 production and prevented neuronal death (Bate and Williams 2007).

Soluble Abeta oligomers could induce the activation of both neutral and acidic
sphingomyelinase (SMase) (Malaplate-Armand et al. 2006). Inhibition of cPLA2 in cortical
neurons, both by antisense oligonucleotides and inhibitors, could rescue Abeta-mediated
neuronal apoptosis by inhibiting neutral and acidic SMases (Malaplate-Armand et al. 2006).
This study further demonstrated the ability for Abeta to stimulate a redox-active mechanism
for activation of cPLA2, which in turn induces neuronal apoptosis through a cPLA2-
dependent sphingomyelinase–ceramide pathway.

The cPLA2 can also regulate the release of soluble amyloid precursor protein-α (sAPPα), a
protein fragment released upon cleavage of APP by alpha secretase. In SH-SY5Y
neuroblastoma cells, sAPPα release induced by muscarinic receptor activation was inhibited
by a PLA2 inhibitor (Cho et al. 2006). Treatment of SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells with
interferon-γ (IFNγ) increased cPLA2 expression and neuronal death in response to Abeta
(Bate et al. 2006). In this study, pretreatment with IFNγ sensitized neurons to the toxic
effects of Abeta or HuPrP82-146 (a neurotoxic peptide found in Prion disease), and
increased PGE2 production. This effect is attributed to an increase in the levels of cPLA2.
The IFNγ effect could be found in cortical and cerebellar neurons, as well as in SH-SY5Y
cells. After a single episode of oxidative stress induced by intracerebroventricular injection
of ferrous ammonium citrate to the rat hippocampus, a significant increase in the number of
pyramidal neurons that were immunolabeled for cPLA2 and stained for 4-hydroxynonenal
(HNE) were observed (Ong et al. 2005a). 24S-Hydroxycholesterol is elevated in
Alzheimer’s diseased brain. In a primary human co-culture of neurons and glia, 24S-
hydroxycholesterol elevated the expression of a proinflammatory gene family that included
βAPP, COX-2, and cPLA2 along with heat shock protein 70, of which this effect was
partially inhibited by simvastatin (Alexandrov et al. 2005). Using a lipidomic approach, an
increase in AA and its metabolites was observed in a transgenic mouse model of AD with
neuronal expression of familial AD mutant hAPP (hAPP mice). The increase in AA
correlated with increased activated cPLA2 in the hippocampus of AD human brains and
hAPP mice. Interestingly, crossing hAPP mice with mice deficient in cPLA2α was shown to
significantly reduce the learning and memory deficits observed in the hAPP mice (Sanchez-
Mejia et al. 2008).
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Calcium-Independent Phospholipase A2 (iPLA2)
The group VI iPLA2 is probably the most abundant type of PLA2 in cells. Not only are they
responsible for regulation of membrane phospholipid homeostasis in cells, they also play
important roles in intracellular signal transduction in the CNS. There are multiple isoforms
of group VI iPLA2 (VIA-F), of which some have splice variants with different ankyrin
repeats, suggesting protein–protein interactions (reviewed by Burke and Dennis 2009).
Therefore, although calcium is not required for iPLA2 activity, their activity may be
regulated by calcium binding proteins. For example, GVIA iPLA2 has a binding domain for
calmodulin, which negatively regulates its activity (Wang et al. 2005; Jenkins et al. 2006).
Some iPLA2 also possess lysophospholipase and transacylase activities, as others require
binding to ATP for stabilization. GVIA iPLA2 (85 kDa) has three splice variants and eight
ankyrin repeats, a linker region, and a catalytic domain. While GVIA-1 seems to be present
largely in the cytoplasm, the other splice variant, GVIA-2 iPLA2 is membrane bound (Hsu
et al. 2009). In INS-1 cells, there is evidence for presence of GVIA iPLA2 in mitochondria
and plays a role in protecting mitochondrial-induced apoptotic pathway by staurosporine
(Seleznev et al. 2006).

Expression and Physiological Roles of iPLA2s
In the brain, the basal expression and activity of group VI iPLA2s are higher than either
cPLAs or sPLA2s (Molloy et al. 1998; Farooqui et al. 1999). Both in vivo and in vitro
evidence supports that DHA, which is highly enriched in brain phospholipids, is released by
iPLA2 (Green et al. 2008). Using siRNA and pharmacological inhibitors, study by Strokin’s
group demonstrated the ability for ATP, glutamate, and lipopolysaccharide (LPS) to release
DHA in astrocytes, and attributed this to the involvement of iPLA2β (VIA-2)(Strokin et al.
2006). In astrocytes, the cAMP/PKA pathway is involved in the stimulus-induced activation
of iPLA2 and release of DHA (Strokin et al. 2006). In rat hippocampal slices, iPLA2 and
DHA could provide neuroprotection against toxicity due to OGD (Strokin et al. 2006). This
beneficial effect of iPLA2 is contrasted to its detrimental role in mediating oxidative and
apoptotic pathways in mitochondria (Seleznev et al. 2006). Differences in DHA and AA
metabolism in the brain were observed in rats deprived of dietary n – 3 polyunsaturated fatty
acids for 15 weeks (Rao et al. 2007). The decrease in DHA and increase in AA turnover was
in agreement with the decrease in iPLA2 and increase in cPLA2 and sPLA2.

Immunohistochemical studies demonstrated high levels of iPLA2 expression in the
hippocampus, cerebellum, and brain stem, with lower expression in the thalamus and
hypothalamus (Shirai and Ito 2004; Ong et al. 2005b). Enzyme activity is present in the
cytosolic and nuclear fraction. Immunolabeling showed iPLA2 on the nuclear envelop of
neurons, dendrites, and axon terminals (Ong et al. 2005b). It is worth noting that in the rat
hippocampus, there was an age-dependent decrease in mRNA levels of iPLA2, but not
cPLA2 (Aid and Bosetti 2007).

Although these enzymes do not require Ca2+ for activity, they can modulate calcium
homeostasis by promoting replenishment of intracellular calcium stores (Wilkins and
Barbour 2008). Using brain slices from rat cerebellum and Ca2+-sensitive fluorescent dye
Fluo-4, BEL, and specific antisense oligodeoxynucleotide, iPLA2 was shown to be involved
in the store-operated calcium entry in rat cerebellar astrocytes (Singaravelu et al. 2006).
These results suggest that iPLA2 activates the formation of lysophospholipids in astrocytes,
which causes openings of the Ca2+ channels in the plasma membrane to refill Ca2+ stores,
and thus allows normal Ca2+-signaling. Another important role of iPLA2s in synaptic
plasticity is the regulation of hippocampal AMPA receptor (Menard et al. 2005).
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Hippocampal injection of BEL attenuated short-term and long-term memory in inhibitory
avoidance learning (Schaeffer and Gattaz 2005).

iPLA2 in Oxidative and Apoptotic Pathways
There is evidence that oxidant compounds can regulate iPLA2 activity (Song et al. 2006; Xu
et al. 2003b). Furthermore, iPLA2 isoforms are involved in oxidant-induced cell death (Song
et al. 2006; Peterson et al. 2007). In human astrocyte A172 cells, cytosolic iPLA2β (VIA-2),
and microsomal iPLA2γ (VIB) are present and participate in PC remodeling. R-bromoenol
lactone (BEL), an iPLA2γ inhibitor, but not S-BEL (an iPLA2β inhibitor) was shown to
inhibit the lipid remodeling process. Exposure of A172 cells to H2O2 or tert-
butylhydroperoxide (TBHP) induced time- and concentration-dependent increase in cell
death. Pretreatment with BEL prior to H2O2 or TBHP significantly increased oxidant-
induced cell death, which is due to accelerated loss of ATP, but not formation of ROS
(Peterson et al. 2007). Endoplasmic reticulum iPLA2 was shown to be involved in oxidant-
induced cell death and lipid peroxidation, which was attributed to iPLA2γ, an isoform
present in endoplasmic reticulum of different tissues including the brain (Kinsey et al.
2005). The emerging role of iPLA2 in apoptosis has been reviewed recently (Balsinde et al.
2006).

iPLA2 in Inflammatory Responses
There is increasing evidence that iPLA2 plays a role in inflammatory responses. The study
by Kuwata’s group using siRNA in rat fibroblast 3Y1 cells showed the involvement of
iPLA2γ, but not cPLA2 in cytokine-induced expression of sPLA2-IIA (Kuwata et al. 2007).
iPLA2 is also required for iNOS expression in glial cell activation by LPS (Won et al.
2005). Mechanism for inhibition of iPLA2 could prevent inflammatory mediators in
pulmonary microvascular endothelium (Rastogi and McHowat 2009). The link between
iPLA2 and the sPLA2 pathway further suggests the ability for iPLA2 to modulate
prostaglandin production (Strokin et al. 2007). DHA, the major fatty acid released from
iPLA2, is the substrate for synthesis of neuroprotectin 1 (NPD1) and resolvin, molecules
with protective effects in cell survival, and the resolution of inflammation (Lukiw and Bazan
2008, 2006; Schwab et al. 2007). These studies are in agreement with the different PLA2
types in regulating the release and metabolism of AA and DHA in brain (Rapoport 2008).

iPLA2 in Neurodegenerative Diseases
In a study using primary neurons, treatment with iPLA2 inhibitors demonstrated the role of
this enzyme in neurite outgrowth and neuronal viability (Forlenza et al. 2007a). The
availability of iPLA2β knockout mice provided evidence for the importance of this enzyme
in neurodegenerative processes. Mice with iPLA2β deficiency developed normally, but
showed severe motor dysfunction. Examinations of the nervous system revealed widespread
degeneration of axons and/or synapses together with the presence of spheroids and vacuoles
(Shinzawa et al. 2008). An age-dependent disruption in axonal membrane homeostasis and
accumulation of ubiquitinated proteins was shown at the onset of motor impairment, and
was correlated with an increase in ubiquitin-positive spheroids in the brain (Malik et al.
2008). Interestingly, macrophages from iPLA2β knockout mice have reduced sensitivity to
apoptosis induced by cholesterol loading, further supporting the role for iPLA2β in
mitochondria function and ER stress (Bao et al. 2007).

iPLA2 has been implicated in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative disorders with iron
dyshomeostasis. Mutations of gene encoding iPLA2 are associated with two childhood
neurologic disorders: infantile neuroaxonal dystrophy (INAD) and idiopathic
neurodegeneration with brain iron accumulation (NBIA) (Morgan et al. 2006; Gregory et al.
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2008). Besides iron accumulation, patients defective in iPLA2 also exhibit a variety of
phenotypes including cerebellar atrophy, increased Lewy bodies, and neurofibrillary tangles
(Kurian et al. 2008). Axonal swelling was also observed in INAD patients found in Chinese
populations (Wu et al. 2009). Recent reports linked mutations in iPLA2beta to dystonia–
parkinsonism, a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by Parkinsonism, dystonia, and
cognitive impairment (Paisan-Ruiz et al. 2009). The iPLA2 is also involved in Wallerian
degeneration and axon regeneration. Using FKGK11, a highly selective inhibitor of VIA
iPLA2, iPLA2 was shown to be involved in the early stages of myelin breakdown in the
sciatic nerve crush, whereas cPLA2 plays a greater role in myelin clearance by macrophages
(Lopez-Vales et al. 2008). Although cPLA2 and iPLA2 are similarly important in the onset
of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (an animal model of multiple sclerosis), it is
iPLA2 that plays a critical role in the progression of the disease (Kalyvas et al. 2009). In
addition to cPLA2, a reduced iPLA2 activity was also found in AD brains, particularly in the
hippocampus. A recent review concluded that the down-regulation of cPLA2 and iPLA2
activities in the early stages of AD might contribute to memory deficit through attenuation
of glutamatergic and cholinergic signaling (Schaeffer and Gattaz 2008). Further studies are
necessary to characterize the expression and/or activity of PLA2 isoforms in different stages
of AD, and to reveal the mechanisms underlying their roles in the onset and/or progression
of AD.

Secretory Phospholipase A2 (sPLA2)
The mammalian sPLA2 enzymes are small molecular weight proteins (~14–19 kDa, except
sPLA2-III) with several disulfide bridges (6–8) and possess a strongly conserved active site.
There are many isoforms of sPLA2s in mammals including groups IA-B, IIA-F, III, V, IX,
X, XIA-B, XII, XIII, and XIV (Burke and Dennis 2009). A variety of biological functions
has been proposed for these sPLA2s based on in vitro studies, but few studies have
demonstrated their in vivo role, an area needing further investigation.

Some mammalian sPLA2s have a close relation to the sPLA2 in snake and bee venom.
Instead of using a classical acyl enzyme intermediate like serine proteases, sPLA2s utilize
the catalytic site His and the assistance of an Asp to polarize a bound H2O, which then
attacks the carbonyl group. The sPLA2s are calcium-dependent, and the Ca2+ ion is bound
in the conserved Ca2+ binding loop to provide stabilization for the transition state (Verheij et
al. 1981; Dennis 1994). The structure, kinetics, and catalytic mechanisms of sPLA2s have
been reviewed recently (Lambeau and Gelb 2008).

sPLA2 Receptors
Some sPLA2s may have more physiological functions outside of their catalytic activity, as
some may behave as ligands for receptors. Both M-type (muscular) and N-type (neuronal)
receptors have been identified using the neurotoxic snake venom sPLA2 (OS2) as a ligand
(Lambeau and Lazdunski 1999). Although the N-type receptors have not been cloned, a
variety of neuronal proteins, including calmodulin and 14-3-3 proteins, can compete with
OS2 binding (Kovacic et al. 2007). The M-type sPLA2 receptor is a 180-kDa protein that
has been cloned from different species including humans (Lambeau and Lazdunski 1999).
This receptor belongs to the superfamily of C-type lectins, which contains one or more
carbohydrate recognition domains and is expressed in various tissues (Lambeau and
Lazdunski 1999). The M-type sPLA2 receptor can be upregulated by various inflammatory
stimuli (Hanasaki and Arita 2002; Beck et al. 2006). Some sPLA2 inhibitors may also block
the binding of sPLA2 to the M-type receptors (Boilard et al. 2006).
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sPLA2 Groups in the CNS
sPLA2-IB

The sPLA2-IB is found abundantly in the digestive tract where it hydrolyzes phospholipids
in the intestinal lumen for aiding dietary lipid absorption (Carey et al. 1983). In the
mammalian brain, sPLA2-IB appears to be mainly neuronal, and is more abundant in the
cortex and hippocampus (Kolko et al. 2006). The sPLA2-IB expression is induced by kainic
acid and has been regarded as a neuronal intercellular signal modulator (Kolko et al. 2005).
The sPLA2-IB has also been found to act as an endogenous PLA2 receptor ligand leading to
cell proliferation, cell migration, and in releasing lipid mediators (Hanasaki and Arita 2002;
Lambeau and Lazdunski 1999).

sPLA2-IIA
sPLA2-IIA was first identified in atherosclerotic lesions, and is a known inflammatory
marker protein in atherosclerosis. Due to its involvement in inflammatory processes in the
peripheral systems, the IIA isoform is the most studied of the group II sPLA2s (Murakami et
al. 1997; Murakami and Kudo 2002). Many group II genes are clustered in chromosome 1
(Suzuki et al. 2000). In most cell types, sPLA2-IIA is not constitutively expressed under
resting conditions. RT–PCR and in situ hybridization studies showed a low expression of
sPLA2-IIA mRNA in different brain regions, but higher levels in the cerebellum, especially
in the Purkinje cells (Molloy et al. 1998; Shirai and Ito 2004). Western blot analysis also
demonstrated low levels in the cortex as well as in the spinal chord (Svensson et al. 2005;
Adibhatla et al. 2005). Although its cellular localization has not been investigated in detail,
this enzyme has been implicated in contributing to several important processes in the brain
including regulation of neurotransmitter release, neuritogenesis, and neuronal apoptosis
(Farooqui et al. 2006; Mathisen et al. 2007).

In humans, sPLA2-IIA has been implicated in the pathogenesis of many inflammatory and
infectious diseases (Adibhatla and Hatcher 2008; Titsworth et al. 2008). Depending on the
cell types and species, sPLA2-IIA gene expression is typically upregulated by cytokines,
including TNFα, IL-1β, IL-6, and bacterial toxins, and is downregulated by growth factors
(Andreani et al. 2000). The sPLA2-IIA induction can also be blocked by anti-inflammatory
cytokines as well as glucocorticoids (Touqui and Alaoui-El-Azher 2001). Besides C/EBP
and NF-κB, which are major transcriptional factors, other factors such as AP-1, CREB,
STAT, and PPARγ may also regulate induction of sPLA2-IIA (Couturier et al. 1999). IL-1β-
induced sPLA2-IIA mRNA expression in astrocytes is dependent on ERK1/2 and PI-3
kinase (but not p38 MAPK), and ROS from NADPH oxidase (Jensen et al. 2009).

In agreement with evidence that AD pathology is marked by increased inflammatory
responses, sPLA2-IIA mRNA expression was significantly increased in the hippocampus in
AD brains as compared with age-matched controls (Moses et al. 2006). Furthermore,
immunohistochemical studies indicated that sPLA2-IIA overexpression is localized in
astrocytes (Moses et al. 2006).

Studies also showed an increase in sPLA2-IIA mRNA and protein expression in different
stroke models (Adibhatla and Hatcher 2007; Lin et al. 2004). In a rat focal cerebral ischemia
model induced by occlusion of the middle cerebral artery, increased sPLA2-IIA mRNA
expression was found in an early phase at 30 min after reperfusion, and also in a later phase
at 3 days after reperfusion (Lin et al. 2004). The sPLA2-IIA immunore-activity was
colocalized with GFAP-positive cells in the penumbral area at 3 days after reperfusion.
Interestingly, although ischemia–reperfusion also increased expression of COX-2 mRNA,
expression of cPLA2 mRNA was not altered (Lin et al. 2004). In agreement with the
increase in inflammatory response, treatment with an TNFα antibody or IL-1 receptor
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antagonist was shown to significantly attenuate infarction volume and inhibited the increase
in sPLA2-IIA in cerebral ischemia (Adibhatla and Hatcher 2007). These results support the
role of sPLA2 in ischemic injury (Adibhatla and Hatcher 2008), and justify the use of PLA2
inhibitors as neuroprotective agents against cerebral ischemia-induced neuronal lesions and
apoptosis (Cunningham et al. 2004; Yagami et al. 2002).

sPLA2-IIC, IIE, and IIF
The sPLA2-IIC has been found in rats, mice, and humans; however, sPLA2-IIC in humans
appear to be a non-functional pseudogene (Tischfield et al. 1996). RT–PCR studies have
detected group IIC expression in all regions of the rat brain as well as in the spinal chord
(Chen et al. 1997).

The sPLA2-IIE shows the highest homology, and has the most similar in vitro enzymatic
properties with groups IIA and IID (Valentin et al. 1999; Suzuki et al. 2000). In mammalian
cells, sPLA2-IIE can be induced in response to proinflammatory stimuli, which further
promotes AA release and eicosanoid generation. Compared to group IIA, sPLA2-IIE has
lower expression levels in physiological states. Unlike IIA and IID, which are more
widespread among tissues, sPLA2-IIE transcripts were limited to the brain, heart, lung, and
placenta, and elevated expression was found in alveolar macrophage-like cells in the lungs
of endotoxin-treated mice (Suzuki et al. 2000). In the brain, the localization of sPLA2-IIE is
mainly neuronal, and the highest level can be found in the hippocampus and the cerebral
cortex (Kolko et al. 2006).

sPLA2-III
Group III is unique as it has both N-terminal and C-terminal domains with a central sPLA2
domain homologous to bee venom group III sPLA2. Apparently, the mammalian sPLA2-III
is processed into the mature and active form consisting of only the central sPLA2 domain
(Valentin et al. 2000; Murakami et al. 2003). The sPLA2-III has been found in both the
peripheral and CNS, in the vascular endothelium of various tissues, and in alveolar
epithelium and macrophages (Masuda et al. 2008; Mounier et al. 2008; Murakami et al.
2005). Group III sPLA2 appears to possess neuritogenic and neurotropic action, and plays a
role in mediating neuronal outgrowth (Masuda et al. 2008). However, injections of sPLA2-
III into the cervical dorsolateral funiculus resulted in dose-dependent demyelination, loss of
oligodendrocytes and astrocytes, as well as axonopathy (Titsworth et al. 2007).

sPLA2-V and X
The sPLA2-V may also play a role in lipid mediator production and phagocytosis in
macrophages (Balboa et al. 1996; Balestrieri et al. 2006; Satake et al. 2004), in
atherosclerosis development (Bostrom et al. 2007), and in lung surfactant hydrolysis
(Ohtsuki et al. 2006). The sPLA2-V is present at low levels in most regions of the rat brain,
but at higher levels in the hippocampus (Molloy et al. 1998; Kolko et al. 2006). In addition,
sPLA2-V has been identified in the nuclei of neuronal and glial cells in the rat brain cortex
(Nardicchi et al. 2007). In astrocytes, TNFα was shown to enhance the mRNA expression of
sPLA2-V and sPLA2-IIA with different time-courses (Thomas et al. 2000).

The sPLA2-X has been demonstrated in the human spleen, thymus, peripheral leukocytes,
and brain, and appears to be involved in functions relating to immunity and inflammation
(Cupillard et al. 1997). The sPLA2-X is considered to be the most potent hydrolyser of the
outer plasma membrane (Murakami et al. 1998; Hanasaki et al. 1999; Bezzine et al. 2000).
Despite low levels of expression in peripheral neurons, sPLA2-X also appears to have
neuritogenic effects and can promote neuronal outgrowth and survival, possibly through the
release of LPC (Nakashima et al. 2004; Masuda et al. 2005, 2008). The sPLA2-X also plays
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a role in airway inflammation and remodeling induced by allergens (Henderson et al. 2007),
and in myocardial ischemia/reperfusion injury (Fujioka et al. 2008). However, more future
studies are needed to investigate the role of this sPLA2 in neural inflammation processes.

Cross-Talks Among Different Groups of PLA2
Cross-talk between sPLA2s and either cPLA2s or iPLA2s is an important characteristic of
PLA2s. In the CNS, there are examples of independent activation, and positive and negative
cooperations among different PLA2 isoforms. For example, both cPLA2 and sPLA2 may be
upregulated in neuroinflammation by cytokine induction. Ventricular infusion of LPS
increased brain cPLA2 and sPLA2 activities as well as levels of AA, PGE2, and PGD2
(Rosenberger et al. 2004). Exposure of astrocytes in cultures to cytokines resulted in an
increased expression of sPLA2 and COX-2, but not COX-1 and cPLA2, along with a time-
dependent increase in PGE2 (Xu et al. 2003b). Although astrocytes could respond to ATP or
phorbol ester, which stimulated cPLA2 phosphorylation and AA release, a relatively small
increase in PGE2 was observed. However, when astrocytes were first treated with cytokines
to induce sPLA2 expression, subsequent exposure to ATP or phorbol ester markedly
increased the levels of PGE2 (Xu et al.2003b). A number of studies, including one with
human astrocytoma cells demonstrated involvement of cPLA2 in inflammatory induction of
sPLA2 (Hernandez et al. 1998). However, because of the broad specificity of these
inhibitors, studies using small interfering RNA have been helpful to clarify differences
between cPLA2 and iPLA2. In fact, studies with rat fibroblasts unveiled the involvement of
group VIB iPLA2 and not cPLA2 in the inflammatory regulation of sPLA2 (Kuwata et al.
2007). Similar studies should be carried out with other inflammatory cells including those in
the CNS.

Concluding Remarks
These studies have demonstrated the important role of PLA2, not only in maintaining cell
membrane phospholipid homeostasis, but also in regulating oxidative and inflammatory
processes in physiological and pathological conditions. It is recognized that multiple types
of PLA2 are present in individual cells, and despite similar catalytic function, these enzymes
exhibit wildly different properties and target different subcellular membranes and specific
fatty acids within the phospholipids. An integration of signaling pathways for cPLA2,
iPLA2, and sPLA2 in mediating cellular inflammatory responses is shown in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, a summary of recent studies describing the involvement of these PLA2s in
physiological and pathological functions in the CNS is indicated in Table 1.

Under physiological conditions, cPLA2 is engaged in rapid responses to a number of
exogenous stimuli, including receptor agonists and oxidant compounds. Its activation is
associated with the release of AA, an important lipid mediator serving multiple functions.
The link between cPLA2 and calcium-dependent signaling pathways renders this enzyme
one of the most important in health and diseases in CNS. In particular, information about
involvement of cPLA2 in neuronal excitatory processes has wild implications in
neurological diseases including AD.

Advances in technology have led to a better understanding of the different types of iPLA2
and their role in mediating cell apoptosis process. These tools also help to distinguish
between iPLA2 and cPLA2. While cPLA2 prefers the release of AA, there is strong
evidence that iPLA2 is responsible for release of DHA, a precursor for synthesis of
docosanoids and NPD1. However, more studies are needed to understand target
phospholipids and mechanisms for the release of DHA. It is also recognized that aberrant
mutations of iPLA2 genes occur in humans resulting in two identified neurological diseases,
infantile neuroaxonal dystrophy (INAD), and idiopathic neurodegeneration with brain iron
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accumulation (NBIA). More studies to understand how iPLA2 alters membrane
phospholipids or membrane domains may help to provide strategy for alleviating these
neurological symptoms.

Many sPLA2 subtypes are present in the CNS although their role in innate immunity has not
been explored. Increase in inflammation is the underlying cause of many neurological
disorders. Similar to the peripheral systems, sPLA2-IIA is considered to be an important
inflammatory protein induced in the brain under different pathological conditions. Although
sPLA2s are present in neurons and glial cells, little is known about their role in mediating
innate immunology of these cells. With increasing molecular tools available for
investigating the genetics, molecular structure, and physical properties of these enzymes,
more studies will target toward specific inhibitors for PLA2s, and in understanding their role
in regulating physiological and pathological functions in the CNS. Expectedly, these future
studies will provide important information and novel mechanisms for prevention and
treatment of neurodegenerative diseases in the CNS.
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Abbreviations

AD Alzheimer’s disease

APP Amyloid precursor protein

AA Arachidonic acid

BEL Bromoenol lactone

CaMKII Ca2+/Calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II

CNS Central nervous system

CSF Cerebrospinal fluid

COX-2 Cyclooxygenase-2

DHA Docosahexaenoic acid

ERK Extracellular signal-regulated kinases

HNE 4-Hydroxynonenal

hsp90 Heat shock protein 90

iNOS Inducible nitric oxide synthase

IFNγ Interferon-γ

IL-1β Interleukin 1β

INAD Infantile neuroaxonal dystrophy

LPS Lipopolysaccharide

MAPK Mitogen-activated protein kinase

MNK1 MAPK-interacting kinase

MRI Magnetic resonance imaging

NBIA Idiopathic neurodegeneration with brain iron accumulation
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NMDA N-Methyl-D-aspartic acid

NO Nitric oxide

NPD1 Neuroprotectin 1

PACOCF3 Palmitoyl trifluoromethyl ketone

PIP2 Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate

PGE2 prostglandin E2

PKC Protein kinase C

PLA2 Phospholipases A2

SMase sphingomyelinase

ROS Reactive oxygen species

TBHP tert-Butylhydroperoxide

TNFα Tumor necrosis factor-alpha
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Fig. 1.
Phospholipases A2 in oxidative and inflammatory pathways
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Table 1

Involvement of cPLA2, iPLA2, and sPLA2 in inflammatory responses in the CNS

cPLA2

1 Involved in long term memory retrieval (Schaeffer and Gattaz 2007)

2 AA as a retrograde signal in growth and dynamics of retinotectal arbors (Leu and Schmidt 2008)

3 AA as an important cofactor for synovial NADPH oxidase (Chenevier-Gobeaux et al. 2007)

4 As anti-inflammatory therapy for collagen-induced arthritis (Raichel et al. 2008)

5 Involvement in spinal nociceptive processes (Kim et al. 2008)

6 Involve in cognitive function—implication for Alzheimer’s disease (Schaeffer and Gattaz 2008; Sanchez-Mejia et al.
2008)

7 Involved in Abeta-mediated increase in AA release (Chalimoniuk et al. 2007; Shelat et al. 2008)

8 Mediates NMDA-stimulated electrophysiological responses of hippocampal
neurons

(Shen et al. 2007)

9 Contributes to Abeta-induced mitochondrial dysfunction and neuronal apoptosis (Kriem et al. 2005; Zhu et al. 2006)

10 Regulates Abeta-induced activation of neutral and acidic sphingomyelinase (Malaplate-Armand et al. 2006)

11 Involved in muscarinic receptor-mediated sAPPalpha release (Cho et al. 2006)

iPLA2

1 Release of DHA (Lukiw et al. 2005; Schwab et al. 2007; Green et al.
2008)

2 Neuroprotection against toxicity due to oxygen glucose deprivation (OGD) (Strokin et al. 2006)

3 Regulates store-operated calcium entry in cerebellar astrocytes (Singaravelu et al. 2006)

4 Regulates hippocampal AMPA receptor and learning and memory (Menard et al. 2005)

5 Acquisition of short- and long-term memory in hippocampus (Schaeffer and Gattaz 2005)

6 Involved in oxidant-induced cell death (Xu et al. 2003b; Song et al. 2006; Peterson et al. 2007)

7 Induces expression of sPLA2-IIA in fibroblasts (Kuwata et al. 2007)

8 Involved in LPS-induced NF-κB activation and iNOS gene expression (Won et al. 2005)

9 Mouse model of iPLA2β deficiency—severe motor dysfunction and axon
degeneration

(Shinzawa et al. 2008; Malik et al. 2008)

10 Genetic defect of iPLA2β—childhood neurologic disorders: infantile
neuroaxonal dystrophy
 (INAD) and idiopathic neurodegeneration with brain iron accumulation
(NBIA)

(Morgan et al. 2006; Gregory et al. 2008; Kurian et al.
2008)

11 Wallerian degeneration and axon regeneration (Lopez-Vales et al. 2008)

12 Experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) model of multiple
sclerosis

(Kalyvas et al. 2009)

sPLA2

1 Role in innate immunity, cross-talk with cPLA2 or iPLA2 (Kuwata et al. 2007)

2 sPLA2-1B, induced in brain by kainic acid (Kolko et al. 2005)

3 sPLA2-IIA and ROS generation in mitochondria mediates glutamate-induced
neuronal death

(Mathisen et al. 2007)

4 sPLA2-IIA in inflammation—transcriptional regulation by pro-inflammatory
cytokines

(Andreani et al. 2000; Touqui and Alaoui-El-
Azher 2001;
Adibhatla and Hatcher 2007, 2008; Jensen et al.
2009)

5 Increased sPLA2-IIA mRNA and immunoreactivity in AD brain (Moses et al. 2006)

6 Increase in sPLA2-IIA mRNA and protein in cerebral ischemia models (Lin et al. 2004; Adibhatla and Hatcher 2007)
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sPLA2

7 Involved in spinal cord injury (Liu et al. 2007; Titsworth et al. 2008)

9 sPLA2-III—promotes neuronal outgrowth and survival (Masuda et al. 2008)

10 sPLA2-III—induces axonopathy (Titsworth et al. 2007)
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